
PERSONAL USE - INVENTORY - LOANS 

Personal Use is an interesting term.  Aren't all consultants 'personal use' as well as consultants who sell to others 
who personally-use Mary Kay?  Have you ever gone into your bathroom and looked at your 'personal use'? 
 
I did last night and I want to share with you a sampling of what I have.... 
  

Vel cleanser  
TW cleansing bar in shower  
Moisture Mask for winter dry skin  
Revitalizing Mask for a monthly deep exfoliating  
TW moisturizer for winter  
Vel moisturizer for summer  
Enriched Moisturizer for sever winter  
Blemish Control toner for once a month  
Daily Def Complex--old item--for summer  
Acne treatment -daily  
Hydrating gel and Intense cream-daily  
Adv Moist Treat Cream-before the intense cream--now for hands  
Oil free EMR-daily  
TW eye cream  
Eye enhancer  
Satin lips--balm by my bed  
Oil Mattifier for those humid days  
calming influence-great for mosquito bites!  
Night time recovery system for winter but now the hyd gel  
sugar scrubs in the shower and by the kitchen sink  
all spa shower gels in shower and lotions under sink and half full  
all fragrance gels by bathtub and lotions under sink...never know what my mood will be.  
several fragrances and spa mists - old and new 

 
now my makeup drawer: 

 
24 eye shadows, plus velocity colors like the eye sticks and shimmery eye pots  
12 blushes  
one of each lip and eye liner color  
2 mascaras  
bronzing beads  
2 brush sets-old and new  
ivory and beige concealer  
ivory and beige powder  
8 foundations-to mix and blend plus different formulas  
32 nail colors  
40 lipsticks and numerous glosses-regular line and velocity  
This does not include that my husband uses it, my teen son uses velocity and acne and then there is 
Nicole's fully stocked bathroom that probably isn't far from mine--less skin care for her and she is only 
14.  AND I have a car/purses/jackets stuffed with lipsticks, glosses and liners.  
OH Yeah---and my travel bag stays packed and ready to go so that's a palette and 2 custom compacts full 
of color and all the skincare that I need.  But that bag is filled with alot of PCP travel size stuff that we 
have been able to buy over the years. 
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Ok so some of it needs to be tossed since I have been in MK for 14 years..but I only have 2 square eye colors and 
no square lipsticks so they aren't that old. 
 
Now here's my point. Point #1 If you add up my personal use than I would need to do a Sapphire Star order for 
my one year supply.  We are selling our recruits short by thinking that $200 is ok.  Angel Hurley at the Director's 
meeting did an incredible job roll-playing how she conducts an Inventory Chat with her unit.  They did over 
$40,000 last month in production and probably half of it was new ladies............but the other half is from her unit 
because they are happy, money-making consultants that are selling and reordering to restock their store.   
 
WE NEED TO BE MORE PROFESSIONAL ABOUT SHARING INVENTORY CHOICES WITH OUR NEW WOMEN 
AND TELL THEM THE TRUTH ABOUT HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THIS BUSINESS..........IT'S BY SELLING 
AND THEN RECRUITING.        
 
SO WHAT ARE THEY SELLING IF THEY HAVE ONLY $600.............MOST OF THAT WENT TO THEIR 
BATHROOM AND TO FAMILY...BET SHE GIVES SOME AS GIFTS TOO. 
 
Point #2  How much are you personally using and giving as gifts?  Are you supporting your own business or helping 
someone else get rich by going to another brand because you don't want to deplete your own store.  Are you trying 
to sell what you have not tried?  I can't use Gentle Cleansing cream but I have tried it see how it feels..I'd look 
like a big pimple if I did.  Increase your sales by becoming your best customer!!!!!! 
 
Point #3  I know this from experience because this happened during my career. I had embezzled from my business 
which means that I had no cash and no products.  When you don't have a full store, especially if you did at one 
point but then you depleted it without restocking, it's HARD to get things booked because you know that you 
won't have all that they will want and then you play a head game about why you aren't booking but in reality you 
just don't want to go through the hassle of them wanting what you don't have and then you have to get it and 
bring to them.  Plus the explaining of "oh I thought I had one with me but I'm sure I have one at home."  Then you 
get home to see that you are out then you have to order or worse!!!!!!!!  Trade with someone.  UGH!!  I hated 
that!!!!!!!!!!  (that's why I have over $10,000 whsl on my shelf) 
 
So what to do???? 
 
If you don't have enough STORE for you to be a success then go get a loan with a set monthly payment and get 
stocked up and get your bathroom stocked too.  Do an inventory check to see what you do have and then deduct 
that amount from $4000.  That's how much you need to order.  And perfect timing with the quarter ending and 
you can achieve the Diamond STAR level to be in the Arena when Cindy debuts as an NSD!! 
 
If you think you have bad credit then you just haven't been persistent or creative enough. Call your bank or go to 
a local American General or ask a family to co-sign.  There many ways to skin a cat.......and there are banks out 
there leading money to anyone!! 
 

About that loan----hear me clearly on this.......your Mary Kay will pay for your Mary 
Kay!!  Your loan--and you may want to consolidate any credit cards--will be paid for by your MK!!!!!   A 
$4300 loan should only be a payment of $180 a month.  If it was a bad month and you were in Europe 
all month then you only need to sell 15 lipsticks to make the payment.  Loans are better than credit 
cards because it's a set monthly payment and set pay off date.  Plan a pay off party on that date!! 
 
I've attached a sample 3600 order...and I don't know how you can live off that size.  I have approx. 5-15 of each 
item in the Bty Book. 
Happy sales to you when you have enough to sell!!!!!! 
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